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A sway bars objective is to reduce sway, or body roll, and stabilise a
vehicle under lateral (cornering) forces. Having adjustability permits the
roll stiffness to be tuned for different situations without replacing the
entire bar. The stiffer the bar, the more force required to move the left and
right wheels relative to each other. This increases the amount of force
required to make the body roll.
Cornering loads are spread more evenly across the tyres delivering more
grip and frankly, that’s what it’s all about. You also get improved tyre wear
as your tyres stay flatter and more upright. Comfort improves because
your car sits flatter through bends meaning less movement inside the
vehicle.
Whiteline Swaybars are part of the Whiteline handling system. Designed
to match and integrate with Chassis Bracing and key alignment products
to deliver a fully balanced handling solution.
Polyurethane bushings are also included with lateral locks finishing off
the kit to prevent walking of the sway bar.
So without reducing comfort, a Whiteline Swaybar will make your
suspension system and tyres perform better, making the car more
responsive while delivering more grip.
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Description
Brace-strut tower alloy adj
Swaybar 22mm-heavy duty
Swaybar 24mm-X heavy duty
Camber adj kit-control arm upper bushes
Swaybar 22mm-h/duty Blade adjustable
Swaybar 22mm-heavy duty
Swaybar 24mm-X h/duty Blade adjustable

Part No.
KSB633
BMF51
BMF51X
KCA394
BMR78Z
BMR78
BMR78XZ

For those new to Whiteline, the brand graces a number performance
suspension components that work hard to deliver real results and
performance outcomes for vehicles and motorists the world over.
Whiteline’s primary focus was initially delivering ‘bang for your buck’
handling gains from the simplicity of an anti sway bar. But over the years,
the expertise, the knowledge, the reputation and the products have
grown since progressed to include additional offerings such as the range
of infamous anti lift/caster kits, roll centre adjuster kits, adjustable control
arms, camber kits, strut and chassis bracing.
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Note

on-car adj +/-1.0 deg

WHITELINE BLADE
Whiteline adjustable sway bars offer up to 4
points of adjustment allowing in some cases
10 distinct stiffness settings for precise
handling bias adjustment

Whiteline products are developed up by qualified and willing group of
dedicated enthusiasts who are trained in the company's products and
philosophy's. The R & D department drives the company to constantly
find new and innovative solutions to suspension and handling
problems. Using a range of sophisticated testing and data logging
tools, we rely on regular testing to maximise the product benefits and
ensure that they work as a complete package tuned to give you the
best handling outcome.
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